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»The simple is not always the best, but the best is always simple«
sovanta AG stands for simple and intelligent software solutions making business processes more efficient
and companies more competitive. We support our customers’ digital transformation: from the
digitalization of existing processes in sales, logistics, and human resources to innovative applications
setting new standards on the market and paving the way for new business models. We work strongly
user-centered with methods such as Design Thinking, Data Thinking, and Shadowing.

Simple.
According to the motto "simplicity first", sovanta AG develops business apps that simplify everyday work
in a wide variety of areas. Thus, employees can not only do their jobs better and more effectively, they
can even enjoy using the software.

Intelligent.
The business apps are always enhanced by the latest technologies. Digital voice assistants and artificial
intelligence enable the interaction between humans and systems.

Efficient.
With simplified interfaces and intelligent algorithms, the sovanta solutions support business processes
optimally and individually. As a result, procedures become more efficient and new business potentials
are uncovered.
As an overarching goal, sovanta AG aims to always deliver tangible and sustainable added value to the
customer as well as to act as a reliable long-term partner. This is achieved through SHAPE®, our model kit
for the development and expansion of innovative business solutions. With the SHAPE® methods,
technology components, and tools, we are able to develop apps more cost-efficient, faster, and
absolutely future-proof. sovanta AG relies on established IT standard systems, such as SAP, web services,
etc., and thanks to reusable software components, achieves innovative results quickly. Irrespective of
whether the solutions are hosted in the corporate data center or in the cloud, also combined, hybrid
approaches are always possible.
Over 100 customers, 250 projects, and one million users – companies in all industries and of all sizes
already rely on our solutions and services. For example, adidas, Beiersdorf, Bayer, BASF, LIDL, SAP, and
tesa.
sovanta AG was founded in the city of Heidelberg in 2009 and currently has a team of more than 180
employees. The company’s headquarters is in Heidelberg with offices located in the X House and the Print
Media Academy. Our other offices are located in Hamburg and the Argentinian capital Buenos Aires.

www.sovanta.com

